A Fluorescence Sensing Method with Reduced DNA Typing and Low-Cost Instrumentation for Detection of Sample Tampering Cases in Urinalysis.
This work presents a method to unequivocally detect urine sample tampering in cases where integrity of the sample needs to be verified prior to urinalysis. The technique involves the detection of distinct patterns of a triplex short tandem repeats system in DNA extracted from human urine. The analysis is realized with single-dye fluorescence detection and using a regular smartphone camera. The experimental results had demonstrated the efficacy of the analytical approach to obtaining distinct profiles of amplicons in urine from different sample providers. Reproducibility tests with fresh and stored urine have revealed a maximum variation in the profiles within an interval of 5 to 9%. Cases of urine sample tampering via mixture were simulated in the study, and the experiments have identified patterns of mixed genotypes from dual mixtures of urine samples. Moreover, sample adulteration by mixing a non-human fluid with urine in a volume ratio over 25% can be detected. The low cost of the approach is accompanied by the compatibility of the technique to use with different DNA sample preparation protocols and PCR instrumentation. Furthermore, the possibility of realizing the method in an integrated microchip system open great perspectives to conducting sample integrity tests at the site of urine sample reception and/or at resource-limited settings.